
Fixing NATO’s public support problem requires the personal 

commitment of allied leaders (from Prime Ministers on down); 

tough decisions on resources, capabilities, and operations in 

order to restore NATO’s credibility; and identifying how 

NATO’s actions directly improve the lives of citizens in NATO 

countries. NATO must be seen as addressing the right issues, 

successfully, in a way that citizens of allied countries would 

feel proud to say “This is My NATO.”

NATO’s PR Problem

It is a constant refrain that NATO needs to strengthen its 

public base of support in order to sustain practical support 

for national contributions to military operations, adequate 

levels of defense spending, further enlargement, and growth 

into new, 21st century security missions. And likewise, in the 

absence of such public support, contributions to operations 

are minimal, budgets cut, enlargement deferred, and new 

missions only minimally adopted, if at all. The result has been 

a highly traditional (if not outmoded), resource-starved, 

territorial- and military-minded NATO.

With this diagnosis, the frequent prescription is to increase 

NATO’s public diplomacy outreach in an effort to build public 

support and reshape this dispiriting playing field. The record 

of cards already played in this effort includes support for 

Atlantic Treaty Associations, speeches by the Secretary 

General and other senior NATO officials, policy conferences, 

youth conferences, “viral video” postings, research projects, 

the Madeleine Albright-led ‘Group of Experts,’ and the new 

NATO Strategic Concept itself.

While these have been valiant efforts, one must honestly 

assess that they have not been successful in addressing the 

public perception/public support problem. Allied publics 

want to get out of Afghanistan and are skeptical of other 

expeditionary missions. Allied governments are slashing 

defense spending. The United States is drastically reducing 

its force posture in Europe and seeking to eliminate Joint 
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The Atlantic Council’s Strategic Advisors Group and the 

Institute for National Security Studies at the National 

Defense University launched a project in 2010-2011 to 

assess the future roles, missions and tasks of the United 

States European Command and how it relates to NATO. 

The study assesses in particular how the new NATO 

Strategic Concept and other initiatives launched at the 

November 2010 NATO Lisbon summit might impact 

EUCOM and its future. The study brought together 

leading experts from the United States and Europe for 

three workshop discussions in Washington to inform the 

production of a series of issue papers offering 

recommendations for EUCOM. The views expressed in 

these papers are those of the authors themselves and do 

not necessarily represent the views of EUCOM, the 

National Defense University or the Atlantic Council.
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Forces Command, which had been the United States’ 

principal link to Allied Command Transformation. Further 

NATO enlargement is on a far back burner. And despite using 

the language of a “comprehensive approach,” nations are 

interested mainly in cutting NATO’s headquarters structures, 

rather than reinvesting in new, civil-military capacities. 

Not Just Communications

NATO is not unique in its public relations predicament. A 

fallacy common to all institutions with lackluster public support 

– from U.S. Presidential Administrations to corporations to 

international organizations – is to think that the problem is 

communications itself. “If only we got our message out better, 

people would understand…” What such institutions must 

accept, however, is that actually, people do understand. Their 

lives are driven by other factors, and if the organizations are 

not seen as actively addressing those issues, the 

organizations seem scarcely relevant, and thus not worth the 

expense of mental energy and scarce resources. 

People are remarkably effective arbiters of their own self-

interest. If an institution hurts them – or is irrelevant to them 

– they know it instinctively. Likewise, when they hit on 

something that is good for them – that provides value – they 

know that, too. If an institution needs to try hard to persuade 

people that what it offers is “good for them,” it is already 

behind the curve. The problem is never communications 

alone, but substance.

The Strategic Concept

To its credit, NATO attempted to address this substance 

problem through the crafting of a new NATO Strategic 

Concept. The goal, quite simply, was to define NATO’s role in 

the modern era, so that publics would see and understand 

how NATO helps them. This would, in turn, provide a basis 

for political commitment and resource contributions. And 

indeed, it is hard to question the substantive merit of the new 

Strategic Concept – it strikes a strong balance across the full 

range of issues: territorial defense versus expeditionary 

missions; traditional threats versus new challenges; military 

versus civil-military roles; and Article 5 defense versus  

new partnerships.

NATO thus has a strong claim to make in asserting that it has 

indeed addressed the questions of substance surrounding its 

role through the new Strategic Concept. While NATO may 

have seemed irrelevant in Europe and drifting off into new 

missions in the far-abroad, the Strategic Concept grounds 

NATO in a coherent way of thinking about the potential 

threats and challenges confronting allied nations today. 

In theory, therefore, the foundation has been laid on which to 

embark on a new communications mission to persuade 

people that the new NATO, with the new Strategic Concept, 

is now deserving of their support. And yet such an effort 

would immediately lack credibility. The public can still sniff out 

that something is wrong.

Leaders, Words, and Deeds

What is wrong is that while the Strategic Concept has 

provided the words, these words are contradicted by deeds. 

While the Strategic Concept says that NATO will take on new 

roles, allied nations continue to cut resources. While it talks 

about expeditionary crisis management, allied governments 

are looking for ways to hand over responsibility and begin to 

draw down from Afghanistan. Though it says we want to 

invest NATO with civil-military capabilities, several nations are 

intent on ensuring to the extent anyone receives such 

resources, it will be the European Union instead. 

And it is this – the deeds rather than the words of the 

Strategic Concept – that allied publics see and feel. It is also 

what most allied leaders and governments reflect in their 

statements, decisions, and actions. Thus even to the extent 

that publics take their cues from their national leaders, they 

are getting the opposite message about NATO from that 

embodied in the Strategic Concept. 

As former NATO Secretary General Lord Robertson said a 

decade ago: “NATO’s credibility is its capability.” As NATO’s 

capabilities are being reduced, its credibility is going down 

– and this makes any public relations campaign a nearly 

impossible task. 

In a way, NATO has run into a simple tautological problem: 

lacking the public support to carry out its 21st century role, 

NATO has more assertively defined that role – and in doing 

so, NATO has increased its credibility problem because it 

lacks the capacities, leadership support, and public support 

for that ambitious role. In this context of weak credibility, 

framed by contradictory actions and a lack of active support 

even among the leaders of allied nations, a NATO-led 

communications effort to sell the 21st century vision of the 

Alliance would go nowhere. 
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Off-Topic

A related aspect of this problem is that most allied publics do 

not perceive any real threats to their security of the kind 

NATO is attempting to address – and do perceive other 

challenges that NATO does not address. Afghanistan is seen 

as a (painful) contribution to U.S. interests, not a direct 

self-interest. Cyberattacks are seen as amorphous, largely a 

national responsibility, and distant from perceptions about 

NATO. Energy security is a national and EU issue. In most 

allied countries, Russia is not seen as an immediate  

security threat.

And yet publics are deeply concerned about other issues, 

which NATO is not addressing (and probably never can 

address). These include effects of globalization, new rising 

powers such as China, the global economy, the Euro, 

unemployment, immigration, climate change, poverty, and 

disease, just to name a few. Allied publics are more 

concerned about these human security issues than they are 

about the seemingly more remote security issues that NATO 

is endeavoring to address.

Defining a Long-term Public Strategy

Against these challenges, NATO must do two things to begin 

a long-term effort at reshaping public attitudes: rebuild its 

credibility and demonstrate that NATO’s activities address 

issues about which publics are genuinely concerned.

Capabilities and Success

To restore its own credibility, NATO needs to deliver visible 

success. Although one could point to less significant actions, 

NATO’s last major success was arguably the kosovo air 

campaign. Today, NATO’s biggest operation, ISAF, is largely 

seen as failing. Moreover, the peripheral stories about NATO 

– budget cuts, caveats, civilian casualties, failing to meet 

forced generation goals and so forth – reinforce an image of 

a NATO that is weak and declining. 

The most important contribution to NATO’s PR efforts, 

therefore, will be to accomplish successfully what NATO says 

it will do. This means success in Afghanistan by leaving a 

viable end-state, not merely executing a withdrawal. And it 

means defining and meeting concrete goals for building the 

capabilities required by the Strategic Concept. 

It will require financial resources, investment, Article 5 

planning, new civil-military capabilities and so on. NATO must 

take on specific operations in these new areas and 

accomplish them. NATO should be able to talk about how it 

succeeded in improving cyber security, energy security, 

preventing spillover from overseas crises, etc. Given the 

financial, political, and psychological state of the Alliance, the 

effort to set and achieve concrete goals must be modest: it is 

better to define a limited objective and achieve it than to 

define a massive goal and come up short.

Doing all these things – in the face of public skepticism and 

concern – requires NATO leaders to take hard decisions and 

exercise real leadership. Indeed, if there is one role that 

the SACEUR / EUCOM Commander can uniquely play, 

it is to engage with the leaders of allied nations directly 

to win their personal commitment to taking the tough 

decisions and giving the tough public messages 

necessary to allow NATO to succeed, and thus to 

restore its credibility.

“This is My NATO”

Finally, NATO needs to define and tackle problems that 

publics are concerned about and can relate to. And these 

may differ from country to country. Article 5 reassurance and 

exercises may count in the Baltic states, but few other 

countries. Missile defense does not resonate at all. Cyber 

security – insofar as it is about NATO’s own military 

communications systems, rather than societal vulnerabilities 

as a whole, likewise does not resonate. 

Examples that do have potential to resonate more could 

include NATO’s Mediterranean counter-terrorism mission; 

counter-piracy in the Indian Ocean; crisis response 

(especially in Africa and the Middle East); cooperation with 

Russia; and completion of democratic transitions and 

enlargement in the Balkans.

In addition, NATO has a strong historical record to stand on 

– from protecting Berlin to ending the Cold War to patrolling 

northern Norway. These can be used as national success 

stories in a public relations effort – linking NATO’s past 

accomplishments to the lives of individuals in NATO  

nations today.

With reinvigorated leadership support, improving capabilities 

and successes to point to, and a careful mining of NATO’s 

historical achievements nation-by-nation, NATO could then 

begin an outreach effort with some hope of improving public 

support. This would require a strong, personal commitment 

by leaders: Prime Ministers, Foreign Ministers, and Defense 
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Ministers must all be personally involved in taking the 

Alliance’s message to their own publics.

Yet in delivering such a campaign, it is important that NATO 

also speak at a personal level. The best vehicle would be 

having ordinary citizens from each NATO country speaking 

– in their native languages, in local TV/Internet media – 

stating simply what NATO does for them. It could be a Greek 

talking about coastal security; an Italian talking about 

Mediterranean patrols; a Czech talking about the restoration 

of Czech freedom; a German talking about Berlin. 

To this can be added the beneficiaries of NATO’s operations: 

e.g., an Afghan woman and student; a Bosnian Muslim; a 

kosovar; a rescued piracy hostage. The goal in all cases is to 

personalize the results of NATO’s activities so ordinary people 

can relate to it in their own national contexts.

Conclusion

In sum, NATO launching a public outreach campaign at this 

moment will achieve little to no effect. The first step is to get 

NATO’s own house in order: restoring credibility by achieving 

success in its missions; ensuring that resources and political 

will match NATO’s stated ambitions; and linking NATO’s 

actions far more closely with the actual concerns of publics in 

allied countries. With that in hand, a human-level public 

outreach campaign has a greater chance of success.
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